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1. Degree Mapping/Articulations            Hugetz/Khoja  

We worked with the HCC System last fall, and were successful in doing some 
mapping in business. There has been some work with individual campuses in Lone 
Star; there has been good work with Kingwood and Tomball. We've got to be careful 
we don't get caught in their institutional politics, though. We want to use consistent 
degree map formats. Degree maps work better than articulation agreements, so we 
emphasize them first. Community college transfers are our number one strategy for 
reaching target enrollment numbers. 

 
2. Tuition and Fees (BOR)                        Hugetz  

Final stages of finalizing request: undergraduate will be about 4%, with most going to 
general tuition, but with some colleges adding differentiated designated tuition, since 
they didn't already have it. Differentiated won't be added for existing students, though, 
in those colleges. We are still way under UHCL, for example. 

 
3. HIPS Proposal                         Birchak/Khoja   

HIPS Subcommittee is putting forth proposal to UCC that a designation be available 
for 3 major HIPS types: undergraduate research, capstone experiences, and 
internships. There will be a definition and a general rubric applied by faculty 
subcommittees. Existing courses will be "grandfathered," with recommendations made 
to faculty teaching them if they need improved HIPS. New courses will be considered 
by expert faculty subcommittees of UCC. 

 
4. New Orientation Model        Birchak/LeGrande 

Provost Hugetz asked for new model for student orientation, and 3 existing programs 
need to be combined. It will be a full week, with focus on cohorts organized by 
colleges. Freshman will start having structured schedules where they stay with same 
cohorts. Big change for some colleges since they don't all currently deal with 
freshmen. Aims will involve acculturation to academic life, connecting them to peers, 
preparing for entering major field of study. 

 
5. Enrollment Updates         LeGrande  

Undergraduate enrollment headcount is slightly higher, but SCH's down 5.23%. Grad 
numbers are way up. 

 
6. Other Items  

We are short on budget this year, due to enrollment growth falling short. We are 
covering with one-time funds, and will budget to cover this next year. This means we 
need to be thoughtful about filling open positions, and that salary increases are in 
jeopardy. 


